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Story

• A heart-warming friendship and lovable characters

• Perfect for reading aloud, with lots of magical pictures

• Theme: an unusual friendship between a penguin and a dragon who go through thick and thin together

• Warm, imaginative writing style

Anton is a little talking penguin who absolutely loves fish. Zora is a little dragon with a penchant for spicy

pepperoni pizza. Anton and Zora are best friends and stick together through thick and thin. Together they

have adventures full of dragon fire, friendship and magic.

In  Vol. 1, Anton is taken away to a zoo and Zora mysteriously disappears. Anton is determined to find his

best friend. He sets off bravely in search of Zora, helped by his human friends Leo and Emma. Together

with the wonderful Aunt Lottie, they embark on an adventurous journey that takes them all the way to the

mysterious Dragonland, where they finally manage to track down Zora. After all, best friends are never apart

for long!
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Marliese Arold was born in 1958 in Erlenbach on the Main and studied at the College for Librarianship in

Stuttgart, focusing on libraries for children. She enjoyed writing and in 1983 her first children's and

teenagers' books were published. Today, she is working as a freelance author for several publishing

houses.
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